
ZBrush FAQ: Your Guide to Mastering ZBrush

Description

Welcome to our comprehensive FAQ guide on ZBrush, a digital sculpting tool that combines 3D/2.5D
modeling, texturing, and painting. Whether you’re a beginner or an experienced artist, you’ll find
answers to some of the most common questions about ZBrush right here. Let’s dive in!

ZBrush FAQ

How to invert a mask in ZBrush?

To invert a mask in ZBrush, simply hold the CTRL key and click on an empty space in the canvas. This
will invert any existing mask on your selected subtool.

How to open a ZTL file in ZBrush?

To open a ZTL file in ZBrush, go to the Tool palette, click on Load Tool, and navigate to your ZTL
file. Select it and click Open.

How to delete a masked area in ZBrush?

To delete a masked area in ZBrush, first, make sure the area you want to delete is masked. Then, go
to the Tool menu, navigate to Geometry, then Modify Topology, and click Del Hidden.

How to delete an object in ZBrush?

To delete an object in ZBrush, select the object you want to delete in the Subtool palette. Then, click
on the Delete button located at the bottom of the Subtool palette.

How to delete undo history in ZBrush?

To delete undo history in ZBrush, go to the Edit menu, and click on Del Undo History.

How to extrude in ZBrush?

To extrude in ZBrush, select the ZModeler Brush (B, Z, M on your keyboard). Hover over a face,
edge, or point, press the Spacebar to bring up the ZModeler menu, and choose Extrude.

How to import from Maya to ZBrush?

To import from Maya to ZBrush, first, export your model from Maya as an OBJ file. Then, in ZBrush, go
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to the Tool palette, click on Import, and select your OBJ file.

How to increase ZBrush performance?

To increase ZBrush performance, try adjusting the MaxThreads slider under the Preferences > 
Performance menu. Lowering the MaxPolyPerMesh setting can also help. Remember to restart
ZBrush after making these changes.

How to make hard edges in ZBrush?

To make hard edges in ZBrush, use the ZModeler Brush and the Crease function. You can also
use the Polish or Trim brushes to create hard edges.

How to make an object transparent in ZBrush?

To make an object transparent in ZBrush, select the object in the Subtool palette, then turn on 
Transparency mode in the Transform palette.

How to make ZBrush full screen?

To make ZBrush full screen, press Tab to hide the UI, then Ctrl+Shift+Up Arrow to hide the title
bar. You can also use Document > Actual to maximize the canvas size.

How to select multiple objects in ZBrush?

To select multiple objects in ZBrush, hold Shift and click on the eye icon in the Subtool palette for
each object you want to select.

How to turn on Quick 3D Edit in ZBrush?

To turn on Quick 3D Edit in ZBrush, go to the Preferences menu, then Edit, and enable Quick 
3D Edit.

How to add another object in ZBrush?

To add another object in ZBrush, go to theTool palette, click on Append, and select the object you
want to add from the list.

ZBrush mesh does not contain polygons?

If you’re getting a “ZBrush mesh does not contain polygons” message, it means your model doesn’t
have any geometry that ZBrush can work with. This can happen if you’ve deleted all the polygons in
your mesh or if there was an issue when importing your model. To resolve this, check your model in
the original 3D package and re-import it into ZBrush.
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Conclusion

And there you have it! A comprehensive FAQ guide to help you navigate your way around ZBrush.
Remember, mastering ZBrush takes time and practice, so don’t be discouraged if you don’t get it right
away. Keep experimenting, keep learning, and most importantly, keep creating!
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